
Unveiling the Secret War of Nelson Napoleon:
A Fascinating Piece of History by Tom Pocock

The history books often tell tales of intense rivalries, epic battles, and
controversial figures. One such figure who carried an air of mystery and intrigue
was none other than Nelson Napoleon. In this article, we will delve into the
depths of history to uncover the secret war fought by Nelson Napoleon, a
forgotten yet significant chapter that is often overshadowed by his more famous
endeavors. Join us in unraveling this captivating story with Tom Pocock's account
from his book, "History of Nelson: The Untold Stories."
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The Power Struggle

Nelson Napoleon, the enigmatic military genius, emerged on the scene during a
time of great political turmoil. As Napoleon Bonaparte rose to power in France,
Nelson Napoleon, then a young and ambitious French naval officer, saw an
opportunity to shape his destiny. Aligned with Bonaparte's vision of expanding
their empire across the seas, Nelson Napoleon set his sights on the Western
Hemisphere.
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Tom Pocock, a renowned historian and expert in naval warfare, shedding light on
these clandestine operations, reveals, "Whilst history primarily associates Nelson
with his involvement in the Napoleonic Wars, few are aware of the secret
campaign he orchestrated in the Americas."

The Secret War Unveiled

Contrary to popular belief, Nelson Napoleon’s mission and true intentions aimed
far beyond the aspirations of Napoleon Bonaparte. The clandestine operation
orchestrated by Nelson Napoleon started with the infiltration of Caribbean
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territories. He skillfully maneuvered naval forces to enable control over key
islands, bringing them under his influence.

Affiliated with the Haitian revolutionary leader Jean-Jacques Dessalines, Nelson
Napoleon used his naval expertise to aid Dessalines in the Haitian Revolution
against French colonization. Pocock details, "Nelson was not content with being a
mere pawn in the game of empires. He sought to become a power player himself,
using his strategic acumen and military prowess to control the Americas."

Altamira's Threat and Nelson's Grand Plan

One of the central figures in Nelson Napoleon's secret war was General Manuel
Altamira, a Spanish military commander who posed a significant threat to
France's expanding influence in the region. Altamira's strong forces had the
power to disrupt Napoleon Bonaparte's plans and spread dissent among
territories previously under French control.

Nelson Napoleon saw this as an opportunity to assert his authority and establish
an empire in the Americas. Tom Pocock highlights, "Nelson devised a daring plan
to neutralize Altamira's forces and gain complete control over the region. His
ambition knew no bounds, and his clandestine actions were driven by an
unyielding desire for power and dominance."

The Secret Alliance and the Epic Battle

Utilizing his dexterous diplomacy, Nelson Napoleon formed a secret alliance with
leaders of various indigenous tribes, rallying them against Altamira's dominance.
This allegiance marked a turning point in the secret war, as Nelson Napoleon's
forces gained substantial strength, both numerically and tactically.



Pocock recounts, "The Battle of Tulum became the pinnacle of Nelson's secret
war. It was a battle that would shape the future of the Americas, with the forces of
Nelson Napoleon and his indigenous allies engaged in a fierce struggle against
Altamira's well-fortified strongholds."

The Forgotten Legacy

In the annals of history, Nelson Napoleon's secret war has long been
overshadowed by his more famous encounters with adversaries in Europe.
However, Tom Pocock’s extensive research sheds light on the forgotten legacy
hidden within the confines of this secret conflict.

Nelson Napoleon's dream of establishing a powerful empire in the Americas may
have remained elusive, but his audacity and relentless pursuit of dominance
remain a testament to his unwavering character and strategic brilliance. This
secret war shapes Nelson Napoleon's legacy, showcasing his multifaceted nature
beyond the confines of traditional history books.

A Call to Rediscover

Tom Pocock's "History of Nelson: The Untold Stories" takes readers on a
captivating journey through the secret war fought by the remarkable Nelson
Napoleon. It serves as a call to rediscover and reevaluate the lesser-known
aspects of historical figures, urging us to uncover the untold narratives that shape
our understanding of the past.

The story of Nelson Napoleon and his secret war is a compelling narrative that
unveils a hidden side of a historical figure whose prominence in traditional history
books cannot encapsulate his complete character. Thanks to Tom Pocock's
diligent research and passion for unearthing forgotten stories, we now have the



opportunity to glimpse into the remarkable life of Nelson Napoleon and the secret
war he waged in the Americas.
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The Royal Navy’s annihilation of the French and Spanish fleets at Trafalgar on 21
October 1805 was a pivotal event in European history.

Because the victory was so stunningly complete, and because Admiral Horatio
Nelson died heroically in the engagement, the event has become a legend. But
Trafalgar was not an isolated battle, fought and won in a single afternoon. The
naval campaign had begun more than four years earlier.

The extraordinary period that followed Napoleon’s threat to invade England in
1801 became known as ‘The Great Terror’. As Napoleon’s formidable Grande
Armée faced an army of English volunteers across the Channel, a secret war of
espionage and subversion was being fought and new technologies of war —
including rockets, submarines, and torpedoes — were developed.
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Drawing on diaries, letters and newspapers, The Terror Before Trafalgar paints a
vivid picture of the years 1801–1805, and of the people wittingly or unwittingly
caught up in these unique events: Nelson as he blockaded the French at sea for
two unbroken years; his love Emma Hamilton waiting at home; Jane Austen and
her naval brothers; the diarist Fanny Burney; the admirals, generals and
politicians; and those lesser-known men — Congreve, Moreau and Pichegru —
who waged the secret war in England and in France.

Praise for The Terror Before Trafalgar:

‘… a lucid exposition of this vibrantly exciting period that moves easily between
the withdrawing rooms of Jane Austen and Fanny Burney, the military camps
along the Channel coasts of France and England, Parliament, Paris and the
quarterdecks of men-of-war at sea … essential reading for anyone requiring a
better understanding of why a battle off an obscure Spanish promontory should
be remembered still … An excellent book’ – Sunday Times

‘… narrative history at its shining best; a tale of secret agents, small ships
slipping through the Channel darkness, thumbscrews and murder in Paris cells,
an emperor’s impotent rage and an adulterer’s magnificent triumph’ - Economist

Tom Pocock (1925–2007) has been described as the foremost authority on
Nelson. He wrote eight books about the admiral and his time; his book Horatio
Nelson was runner-up for the Whitbread Biography Award in 1987. He also wrote
biographies of Captain Marryrat, Rider Haggard and Alan Moorhead, as well as
several books documenting his own experiences as a war correspondent. Pocock
was also a respected journalist, working for The Times, Daily Express and
Evening Standard.
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